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The role of streamwise vortex structures in the near-field (xjd < 10) evolution of a 
round jet is examined. In free shear layers the streamwise vorticity develops into 
Bernal-Roshko structures which are streamwise vortex pairs. Similar structures are 
shown to exist in round jets. These structures, which evolve and amplify in the braid 
region between primary vortical structures, are shown to drastically alter the 
entrainment process in the near field and to increase the rate at which fluid is 
entrained into the jet. As the flow evolves downstream, the efficiency of the 
streamwise vorticity in entraining fluid increases relative to that of the azimuthal 
vorticity. Beyond the end of the potential core regime, the entrainment process is 
mainly controlled by streamwise vorticity. These processes are identified via flow 
visualization and confirmed by detailed global entrainment measurements. 

1. Introduction 
The fundamental works of Brown & Roshko (1974) and Winant & Browand (1974) 

revealed the central role of two-dimensional vortical structures in the kinematics and 
dynamics of high-Reynolds-number turbulent mixing layers. Three-dimensional 
aspects of shear layers were observed shortly afterwards by Konrad (1976), 
Breidenthal (1981), and Bernal (1981, 1986). Both two- and three-dimensional 
structures in jets have also been observed by Browand & Laufer (1975), Yule (1978), 
Agui & Hesselink (1988), Liepmann & Gharib (1989), Liepmann (1990), and 
Monkewitz et al. (1989). All these works show striking three-dimensional features in 
coexistence with the primary two-dimensional large vortical structures. The 
pioneering investigation of turbulent shear flows by Liepmann & Laufer (1947) had 
already suggested the existence of a non-planar component of motion. 

Konrad's and Briedenthal's flow visualizations of two-dimensional mixing layers 
clearly showed the presence of a secondary vortex structure in the flow direction. In 
the planar view, these streamwise structures appeared as thin periodic streaks spaced 
with a certain spanwise wavelength. Using laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), Bernal 
(1981) and Bernal & Roshko (1986) showed that these streaks are vortex pairs that 
originate in the braid region and fold alternately around the upstream and 
downstream primary structures. These streamwise structures induced strong 
undulations in the primary vortex cores and the thin region between them 
(Breidenthal 1981, Jimenez 1983). 
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The experimental observations ofLasheras, Cho & Maxworthy (1986) suggest that 
the spanwise vortex lines in the braid regions, due to the large strain and vertical 
shear, respond nonlinearly to small three-dimensional perturbations. Deformation of 
the spanwise vorticity in the braid region was proposed to be responsible for the 
further redistribution of the spanwise to streamwise vorticity component which 
eventually collapses into regions of concentrated vortex pairs (Corcos & Lin 1984; 
Lin & Corcos 1984; Rogers & Moser 1992). Lasheras et al., while proposing the braids 
as the location of the first appearance of streamwise vorticity, extended the 
Bernal-Roshko model to explain the undulations of the primary cores. The 
computational studies by Ashurst & Meiburg (1985, 1988) and Martin & l\Ieiburg 
(1991) of the streamwise vortices in a mixing layer clearly illustrate the central role 
of the strain field and vertical shear in the birth and evolution of the streamwise 
vortices in the braid region. 

The issues of the strength and persistence of the streamwise vortices naturally 
arises when one studies the development of shear layers. The strength and overall 
impact of these structures on the shear layer is certainly relevant to the entrainment 
and growth of a shear flow. While the first issue of the strength of the stream wise 
vortices might be generic to all shear flows, the question of persistence will depend 
on the particular type of shear layer under investigation. 

In the near field, jets can be considered as an axisymmetric shear layer if the 
velocity profile at the nozzle exit is small relative to the diameter of the orifice. The 
initial Kelvin-Helmholtz instability develops similarly for both types of flows as 
does the subsequent rollup ofthe shear layers into primary vortical structures which 
appear as a sequence of vortex rings in a round jet. Secondary instabilities also form 
in both types of flow, which develop into stream wise vortex structures that interact 
with the primary structures. After this stage in the development of the jet, the 
potential core region (approximately xjd < 5) ends and the centreline velocity starts 
to decay. As a result, the velocity difference between the ambient fluid and the high
speed core of the jet decreases and attenuates the shear that supports the vortical 
rings ofthe jet. This does not occur in a mixing layer because the velocity difference 
is held constant. Therefore, the primary structures in mixing layers are continuously 
supported downstream whereas in jets this support decays. The lack of an imposed 
constant shear makes the interaction and competition between the azimuthal and 
streamwise vorticity more dynamic in jets than in mixing layers. 

The process of pairing in a round jet as it develops downstream is fundamentally 
different than its two-dimensional counterpart. In a round jet pairing causes both 
contraction and expansion of the primary vortical rings and this might enhance the 
evolution ofthe secondary, three-dimensional structures. The final destruction of the 
initially laminar structures at the onset of the mixing transition is strongly 
influenced by this contraction and stretching process. 

It seems that while our understanding of the kinematics and development of 
streamwise vorticity in mixing layers is fairly comprehensive, some of the more 
fundamental issues regarding strength, persistence, and overall impact of these 
structures on the dynamics of the flow is fragmentar_y; the link between the critical 
aspects of the flow, i.e. the growth and mixing rates, and the stream wise structures 
must be established. 

Important issues that have not been resolved by previous investigations or exist 
as unchecked postulates include: 

(i) What is the role of streamwise vorticity in the entrainment process of free 
shear layers? 
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(ii) How persistent is the streamwise vorticity relative to the primary two-
dimensional structures ? 

This lack of fundamental understanding is due primarily to the difficulty in 
measuring dynamically significant properties of the flow such as velocity and 
vorticity. It is difficult, if not impossible, to obtain such properties from smoke or dye 
visualization. The computational approach, however promising, is still unable to 
simulate realistic situations where spatially growing shear layers at moderate to high 
Reynolds numbers are considered. 

The recent advances on the quantitative flow visualization techniques such as 
particle tracking (reviewed in Gharib & Willert 1989), particle image velocimetry 
(Adrian 1984), and its digital counterpart (Willert & Gharib 1991) have made 
instantaneous global measurements ofthe velocity and vorticity field possible. Using 
a novel digital particle image velocimetry technique (DPIV), we were able to 
investigate the dynamics of streamwise vorticity in shear flows. 

In this paper we report on an experimental investigation of the effect of the 
streamwise vorticity on the near-field entrainment characteristics of a round jet. \Ve 
have used a combination of flow visualization and velocity measurement (laser
Doppler velocimetry and DPIV) techniques to investigate the primary and secondary 
instabilities and the evolution of streamwise vortical structures in transitional jets. 
Furthermore we have studied the role of the secondary structures in the near- and 
far-field entrainment processes of round jets. 

Preliminary results from this paper were presented at the IUTAl\1 symposium on 
mixing in La Jolla, California in August 1990 (Liepmann 1991). 

2. Experimental methods 
2.1. The jet facility 

The jet nozzle is a smooth contraction following a fifth-order polynomial. The 
diameter at the exit is 1 in. with an area contraction ratio of 36: 1 and a length-to
width ratio of 1.2. These parameters were chosen to prevent separation during the 
contraction while making the boundary layer inside the nozzle as thin as possible. 
The settling chamber and jet are modular (figure 1 ). As seen in the diagram, water 
enters the chamber through a perforated tube that injects the fluid in all directions. 
The large eddies are broken up by two perforated plates. Swirl or axial vorticity is 
then eliminated by two sets of honeycomb separated by another perforated plate. 
Three screens perform the final flow conditioning. Each stage is separated by 
approximately ten characteristic diameters from the next module. 

The system is a closed loop: an inline 3.5 in. impeller, powered by a 3 h.p. motor, 
generates the flow. The flow rate is proportional to the speed of the impeller, which 
is controlled electrically. In each experimental run described below, the exit velocity 
has been measured directly using laser-Doppler velocimetry (LDV) or been set by 
adjusting the r.p.m. of the motor. The flow returned through a system of four 2 in. 
pipes spaced evenly along the back of the tank. Each pipe was perforated with small 
holes spread over 120°; the total area of the holes equalled the cross-sectional area 
of the pipes. The pipes were connected to a manifold by flexible 2 in. tubes. The 
manifold led to the impeller. The jet is mounted inside a large glass-walled tank 
measuring 4 x 4 X 8ft. 
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FIOtffiE 1. • chemati of the settling chamber and jet nozzle (not to scale). 

2.2. Local and global velocity mea urements 

Vertical and axial \Telocity profile , pectra. and turbulence quanti tie were mea ured 
in a two- omponent LDY from Dante operated in backscatter mode. The LD 

y tern na a omputer-controlled thr -dimen ional traver ing sy tern which 
allowed u to map the flow. The tank and jet were eded with neutrally buoyant, 
nylon particle with an averaae diameter of 5 Jlm. 

La r-induced fluorescence (LIF) wa u ed to vi ualize the jet (Dimotalcis, Miake
Lye & Papantoniou 19 3). Fluore ein dye wa inje ted from a pr ure ve sel into 
the jet feed lin jut before the ttling chamber. The dye upply wa highly 
concentrated to minimize the amount of dye dripp d into the water o that the jet 
velocity would not be influenced. The dye wa excited using a 5 W Argon ion la er. 
For cro -sectional image , the laser light wa hot parallel to the tank to a mirror 
and a canner mounted on the tank' traver e. 

in e the behaviour of a jet i dynamic. only the gro characteristic of the flow 
field can be de crib d by tati tical point mea urements obtained by LH\ o1· hot
wir anemometry. The dynamic behaviour require· a mea urement technique that i 
both lobal and instantaneou . We mea ured the in tantaneou.s, global entrainment 
fi ld around a j t u ·ng for the fir t tim a new te hnique developed by Willert & 
Gharib (1991) . Dimtal particle imaae velocimetry (DPiq provided erie of 
quantitative mea urement of the v- and w-component of >elocity a a function of 
time. 

A in mo t global technique , DPIY mea ur th velocity field from the motion 
of fluor cent parlic1 . Instead of trackina the motion of a few indi'l-'idual particle 
a · done in particle tracin technique , the velocity in each ection of the field i 
determined from the averaae motion of the particle in a mall portion of the field of 
view, as i done in laser p kle velocimetry or particle image velocimetry: DPn i 
the digital counterpart of the methods. 

In DPIT. image of the seeded flow are captured di 'tally at video rate (30Hz). 
quential imaae are then proce d to calculate the in tantaneou >elocity field. 
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FIGURE 2. DPIV vector data of the jet in the (y, z)-plane (normal to the flow direction). The 
overlayed contour plot how the correlation coefficients of the data. 

Two 512 x 4 0 pixel fields are ub ampled into interrogation window ; the average 
di placement of the particle imaged in corresponding window i determined by 
their patial eros -correlation. The highe t cross-correlation value occur where the 
large t number of particle imaue match with their corre ponding spatially shifted 
partner . The location of the correlation peak corresponds to the averaoe 
di placement of the particle . 

In the experiment pre ented here the interrogation window were cho en to b 
32 x 32 pixels with a 75% ovel'lap. Thi re ulted in 64 x 60 equally paced velocity 
vectors per image. The tank wa heavily eeded o that there· were at lea t 11 
particle per 32 x 32 pixel window with each imaged particle about two pixel in 
diameter. In our experiment , the maximum di placement wa approximately 3.4 
pixels. The mea urement uncertainties corre ponding to thi displacement at the 
given eeding den ity is about 0.05 pixel or 1.5% (Willert & Gharib 1990). mailer 
displacement are le uncertain. For a full error analy i ee Willert & Gharib (1991). 

The entire tank wa eeded "\\ith neutrally buoyant poly tyrene particle that were 
coated with fl.uore cein. The average diameter ofthe particle wa 0 )liD . A rie of 
digital image of the seeded flow field were acquired at 30Hz u ing a three-chip 
Hitachi video camera linked to a Vicom Image Proce ing Computer. The optical 
etup de cribed above for flow visualization wa also u ed for the DPIV 

mea urement except that the la er sheet wa thickened to approximately i in. A 
chopper wa u ed to butter the image in order to avoid particle treak.ing, which 
would have reduced measurement accuracy. 

In situations where the flow is three-dimen ional, data can be lo t due to drop-out. 
However in the ca e the correlation peak i much lower and the purious data can 
be filtered out u ing a thre hold criterion. In the DPIV experiment pre ented in th. 
paper, the flow mea urement were made in the (y. z)-plane, normal to the axial flow 
of the jet. In the centre of the jet where the axial velocity i high, the particle move 
through the laser heet in le than 3

1
0 and the particles in sequential image are not 
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FIGURE 3. (a) Axial velocity profile and (b) broadband turbulent fluctuations at the jet exit 
(Re = 5500). 

(Hz) 

FIGURE 4. Velocity power spectrum at the jet exit (Re = 4550, r.p.m. = 210). 

correlated. The amplitudes of the resulting correlation peaks are small and the 
velocity vectors are not plotted because the measurements are not reliable. Figure 2 
shows both the correlation coefficient and vector data from the near field of the jet. 
The vectors with a correlation coefficient of less than 0.95 are not plotted. The 
correlation coefficients change very rapidly at the edge of the jet indicating that 
drop-out is not a problem except where there is appreciable flow normal to the 
measurement plane. Furthermore. the correlation coefficient data indicate that 
velocity bias errors, resulting from high-speed particles moving through a window 
too fast to be correlated between sequential images, are not a serious problem in this 
experiment because this would also significantly reduce the correlation peak size. 

The edge of the area in which the velocity vectors have been zeroed corresponds 
to an axial velocity contour. Around the edge of the blanked area, the same 
percentage of particles have moved out of the laser sheet before the next image is 
acquired. The edge, then, is the instantaneous shape of the jet defined by the axial 
velocity. 

2.3. Flow characteristics of the facility 

Near the exit the jet has a top-hat velocity profile (figure 3a); the data in this figure 
were taken as close to the nozzle exit as possible using the LDV. The actual location 
of the profile was at rjd = 0.03. The shear-layer thickness is less than 5% of the 
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nozzle diameter. The broadband turbulence intensities, r.m.s. u' JU0 , at the centre of 
the flow are approximately 0.5% including instrument noise. The velocity power 
spectra indicate that the jet is not forced (figure 4). The highest peak, aside from the 
d.c. component, is 60 Hz line noise. The experimental apparatus and performance are 
described in greater detail in Liepmann (1990). 

3. Flow visualization 

3.1. Primary instabilities 

Figure 5 shows a side view of the jet at a Reynolds number of 5500 visualized using 
laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). The initial instabilities and subsequent vortex 
roll up lead to the formation of a series of vortex rings. The rings grow as they move 
downstream by entraining ambient fluid. 

Although not seen in figure 5, as the jet grows and develops downstream, the rings 
merge in a pairing process. In the initial region (xjd < 2) every two vortices usually 
pair. If the two upstream structures are close enough together, or one of the vortex 
rings is relatively small, three vortices will merge. The amalgamation process 
continues downstream until the resultant vortex ring is so large that its diameter 
almost spans the radius of the jet. The vortex ring then breaks down very abruptly 
into smaller structures- usually within half a diameter. The location of the 
structural breakdown coincides with the end of the visible potential core and the 
start of mixing transition. After the breakdown, the jet grows linearly with 
downstream distance. 

The dynamics of the vortex rings are best illustrated by following the axial 
position of several vortex cores over time. The graphs in figure 6 show the evolution 
of a series of primary vortical structures: downstream distance is plotted as a 
function of time for fourteen vortical rings. The data were obtained from digitized 
video tape images. In the plots, the axial locations of the primary vortical structures 
were followed from the point where they first become visible to the end of the 
potential core, five diameters downstream. The upper and lower vortex cores (figures 
6a and 6b respectively) are symmetric within the first two diameters downstream. 

Figure 6(b) is the x-t diagram for the lower vortex cores. This graph shows a 
behaviour which is nearly identical to that of figure 6(a). The first three vortex cores 
merge, then there is a solitary core followed by normal pairing. As long as the flow 
is axisymmetric, (a) and (b) will remain the same. As the flow develops, however, the 
rings become unstable relative to each other and begin to tilt so that they are no 
longer normal to the axial flow direction. 

The observed differences between the top and bottom cores indicate that the rings 
are experiencing extensive distortion. The influence of the growing three-dimensional 
instabilities could be a factor in this. Specifically, if the streamwise structures are 
asymmetric, then their effect on the primary structures will also be asymmetric. 

3.2. Three-dimensional instabilities 

In the jets, the primary flow, like plane mixing layers, becomes azimuthally unstable 
in space and time. Secondary instabilities are visible in the LIF side views of the jet: 
they appear as fingers of dyed fluid that emerge from the braid region between tvm 
vortex cores and stretch around the following vortex (identified by an arrow in figure 
5). Previous researches observed these formations as sheaths of turbulent fluid that 
tended to obscure the visualization of underlying large-scale structures (Browand 
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FIGURE 5. L1F ideview of the jet at Re = 5500. The arrow indicate a stream wise structure at 
xfd = 3.5. 

& Laufer 1975 referrin to the work of row & Champagne 1971 and Yule 197 ). As 
will be hown below, these econdary tructure are treamwi e vortex pair similar 
to the Bernal-Ro hko tructnre found in mixing layer . Although they can extend 
outward from the centre of the jet th y are alway connected to the main flow. 

ometime however, they appear a islands of dye because only a thin slice of the 
flow wa illuminated u ing LIF. The ar visible in several flow visualization 
experiment ( .g. Dimotakis et al. 19 3). 

The proce b which the three-dimensional instabilitie form and develop can be 
hown by a rie of cro - ectional image taken at increa ing distance downstream 

of th nozzl (fi nre 7- 14). The im clearly iUu trate the on et of the azimuthal 
instability and the ub equ nt d velopment of tream\vi e vortex pair . In the 
figure , the ring tructur hown on the 1 ft with the braid region ho""'Il on the 
ri ht. 

The fir t picture (figure 7) how the cro - ection of the ubmerged jet at 
xfd = 1. . In this reo-ion the primary instabilitie have just form d and the jet i 
completely round. Down tream from this point at xfd = 2.25 (figure ) the 
axi ymmetric hear layer rolls up into primary tructure . Th flow is symmetric; the 
dark rings are ambient fluid entrained by the axisymmetric rollup of the j t. The 
olid inner re ·on· the potential core of the jet. Theima e of the braid region (figure 
b) how the pre ence of mall azimuthal instabilitie which are ab ent in the ring 

cro - ction on the left (figure a). Thi pair of ima e indicate that the initial 
instabilitie row in the braid region and are attenuated by th primary ring . The 
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FIGURE 6. A..~ial position of vortex core versu time for the ubmer ed jet: (a) upper vort x 

core , (b) lower vortex core . 

(a) Ring (b) Braid 

Fr eRE 7. LIF ro . - etion of the jet at rfd = 1. 
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(a) Ring (b) Braid 

of the jet at xfd = 2.25. 

FIGURE 9. LIF ero ,-secti o of th j tat xfd = 2.5 . 

azimuthal in. tabiliti , a-row rapidl~·: fi ure 9 how th jet at ·fd = 2.50 where the 
azimuthal tructur ar mor fully dt>v l p d. The tr amwi tru tur whi hare 
vi ibJ around th primary vortical t•in in figur 9 (a). originate from the braid 
down tream f th imag pl n a i vi ible in fi 5. 

Figur · 1 and 11 ' how the continued three-dime111 ional tra ition, with 
treamwi vort · pairs di tribut around th jet. Th e tmctur move radiall 

in and ont with th pru ag of vort · r thr ugh the la er beet. The id view in 
figur 5 al o how· the tr amwi v- rt x pa · followin th radial motion of the jet. 
Th tructure form and th n move outwaFd from the jet owinu to their induced 
v lo itywhi ·b is enhanced by rapid -tretchino-. nee they are beyond the high- peed 
r-on~ of the jet, th y xperience the indue d velocity fi ld of the pa ing primary 

ru ture •. Th radia] p ition of the ,·tructure i- d i d by the balance b tween 
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(a) Ring (b) Braid 

FIGURE [0. LIF cTo, -~ction of the jet at .T jd = 3.50. 

(a) Ring (b) Braid 

FIGURE 11. LIF cro '-!;edion of the jet at r/d = 4. . 

j t. Wh nth y 
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FiGURE l2. LIF cr howing 

.Fr URE 13. LIF cro, - ction of th j t at l"/d = 4 .75 . 

azimuthal in tabiliti of the potential core whi h upp rt th , c nario that the 
trea.mwise trueture row out f th braid. 
The next et of ima {figur 13) re tak n near th encl of the potential e re at 

xjd = 4.i 5. Th jet loo much l ordered and m re turbul nt. At any instant. th 
jet i ne\er round, but xb.ibit I rae tru ture that are very much a part of the jet 
tructure. The primary tru ·tur · have b com mo1 turbulent and the original rin 
tructur i 1 apparent (fi ur 1 a). Th tr amwi ,-orti al tructure hav-e 

grown and appear o ontrol mor f the jet' dynami {~17Ure 13b). The l t ima e 
(figure 1 ) how the je at xfd = 10. Th flow i turbul nt and there are no 
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FIGURE 1-!. LIF cro - ection of the jet at x/d = 10.00. 
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}1GURE 15. The number of streamwise structme a a function of Reynolds number for a 
ubmerged jet. The vertical line indicate where the boundary-layer Reynold number Ull/v i 

approximately 700. 

recognizable tructure left. a a result of the trongly nonlinear interactions in the 
flow field. 

3.3. Effect of Reynold number on the treamwi e lructure 

The effect of Reynold number on the numb r of treamwj tructure wa tucli d 
using LIF flow vi ua.lization (fi ure 15). Cro - tional imao- of jet with exit 
velocitie~ from 0.1 to 1.0 m/ corre ponclin toRe of 3 to 25 wer video tap d. 
For each run. the jet wa imaged at ixteen tations from xfd = .25 to 4 .. The 
numb r of tream\"\; tructure wa counted at the first tation where treamwi 
tructure. were fu · t vi ible rather than at a fixed tation for wo rea ons: first, the 

down h·eam location where the e ondary tructnre form deere v;itb increa ing 
ReJnol number, and . cond the number of econdary tructure decrea e with 
down tream eli tance. Error bar in the plot bow the ran of value for all of the 
run inve tiaated. 

The number of treamwise tru ture · "\Va found to depend on the Reynol 
number of the jet (ti!nu·e 15). The plot how that the number of initial treamwise 
vortex pairs increa with jet velocity. When the Reynolds number reacbe 10000, 
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pairs. 

the number of structures suddenly drops and then increases again. Near this jet 
Reynolds number the boundary layer at the nozzle exit undergoes transition to 
turbulence which changes the initial shear-layer thickness. Initially as the velocity 
of the jet increases, the boundary layer at the exit of the nozzle becomes thinner and 
the number of secondary structures is increased. \Vhen the boundary-layer transition 
occurs the shear-layer thickness increases and the number of structures is reduced. 
The nozzle boundary-layer transition occurs at a boundary-layer Reynolds number 
(Udfl') of approximately 700 which is shown in figure 15 at a jet Reynolds number 
of 12000. 

Widnall & Sullivan (1973) found experimentally that vortex rings with a Reynolds 
number (T/v) of 5790 have only 6 modes. The jet in our experiments at Re = 5500 
had an average of 11 secondary structures which for the primary structures 
corresponds to a Reynolds number based on their circulation of approximately 4000. 
Widnall & Sullivan also found that the number of modes increases with the Reynolds 
number, so the number of modes one would expect for a vortex ring at Re = 4000 
would be less than 6. The difference in the number of modes is an indication that the 
streamwise structures do not develop from a ring-type instability. This difference 
supports the results of the flow visualization, where the instabilities first appeared in 
the braid and not the primary ring (figure 8). 

The size of the stream wise structures appears to be inversely proportional to the 
exit velocity of the jet (figure 16) for Re < 10000. The size of the vortex pairs was 
measured as the distance between their cores. The error bars indicate the standard 
error of the measurements for each Reynolds number. The data indicate that for 
Re > 10000 the size ofthe structures is less dependent on the exit velocity of the jet. It 
makes sense that the size of the structures would decrease as their number increases 
as in figure 15, but the real physical significance of the linear scaling for Re < 10000 
and its near constant value for Re > 10000 is not clear to the authors at this point. 
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4. Global entrainment 

The flow visualization showed the growth of secondary instabilities into stream wise 
vortex pairs. The side views of the jet indicated that these grew in the braid region 
of the jet, moved out into the slower moving ambient fluid, and were stretched 
backward by the axial velocity gradient. The cross-sectional images demonstrated 
that these structures are, in fact, streamwise vortex pairs similar to the 
Bernal-Roshko structures in plane shear layers. Even though these structures are 
clearly evident in the photographs, one can still ask whether they are an active 
component of the flow field. 

First we need to define the concept of entrainment. It is defined by Wygnanski & 
Fiedler (1969) and Crow & Champagne (1971) as the streamwise spatial derivative of 
the volume flux or dQjdx, where 

For constant density, the volume balance requires that the net axial volume flux be 
balanced by the radial volume flux: 

dQ i ~ rlt 
dx = Jc u·nds = Jo urrdO, 

where c is a path outside the jet at the given downstream location. If the path is a 
circle, the value of dQjdx depends on both the radius of the path, the distance 
downstream of the nozzle, and the instantaneous state of the jet. The far-field value 
of dQjdx or entrainment should not be time dependent. However, evaluating dQjdx 
for small values of r (r ~ d), where uris time dependent, can reveal useful information 
regarding the role of vortical structures in the dynamics of the local entrainment. 

4.1. The instantaneous entrainment field of the jet 

The velocity vector plots, produced using DPIV, quantitatively describe the velocity 
field in the (y, z)-plane of the jet. As discussed previously, the use of the correlation 
coefficient data provides a consistent way to delineate regions in the plots where the 
axial flow is too high for reliable results to be obtained using DPIV. The outer edge 
of these regions is also an accurate indication of a constant axial velocity contour 
and, therefore, shows the instantaneous size and shape ofthe potential core of the jet. 
Comparisons of the DPIV results with the LDV velocity profiles indicates that the 
axial velocity is around 5 cmjs. 

The DPIV technique makes it possible to measure the temporal dynamics of the 
entrainment field around the jet. The flow visualization presented previously showed 
that near the nozzle, at xjd = 2, the jet is still round with the dominant structures 
being vortical rings. The series of DPIV images shown in figure 17 document the 
passage of a ring through the measurement volume at xjd = 2. The data shown in 
figure 17 were taken sequentially: the particle images were acquired at 30Hz and 
two sequential images were processed for each plot so the time between data sets was 
66.7 ms. The diagram at the top of each DPIV plot indicates the approximate 
location of the measurement relative to the primary structures. At the front of the 
ring the flow induced by the azimuthal vorticity is radially outward (figure 17 a). The 
shape of the core region, indicated by the lack of velocity vectors, is round and 
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FIGURE 19. Comparison of the vertical ,-elocity profile at xfd = 2 obtained via DPir (e ) and 
LDY(-). 

mooth. As the ring pa e . the rate of entrainment increase (figure 17 b). The inward 
velocity reache a peak in the braid region between the two vort x rin (figure 
17 c, d) with the extremum occurring closer to th down tream ring. The final imaae 
(figure 17 e) ho-u the entrance of the next vortical ring int the mea urement 
volume. 

Our flow ¥"i ualization tudie (e.g. figure ) a. well the DPIY data in figure 17 
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FIGURE 20. The aYerage velocity field in a plane normal to the jet axis at xfd = 5. 

indicate that the first amplification of the in tabilitie that re ult in the generation 
of treamwi vortice occur in the braid region, whereas the primary ring are 
mooth. A wa de cribed before. the equential flow images indicate that the fully 

formed treamwi e vortices eventually influence the structure of the up tream 
primary ring. 

The average of 50 equentia1 image how that the effect of the treamwi e 
vortice is part of the natural vehaviour of the flow and not anomalous (figure 18). 
The average velocity profile in ide the blanked out area in the DPIV data can be 
obtained via LD (figure 19). There i very good agreement where the two data sets 
overlap. Farther down tream at xjd = 5, the uneven bape of the flow field is more 
pronoun ed b cau e the treamwi tructure have grown and their influence on the 
entrainment pattern ha increased (figure ~ ). Even though thi tation i at the end 
ofthe pot ntial core. the vortex pairs are till evident in the d namics of entrainment 
clo e to the c ntre of the jet. 

In order to how the connection between the local influence of the treamwi e 
vortex pair and the velocity field, flow vi ualization image of the jet were taken 
with both dye and particles. Figure 21 how that the longer particle treaks 
a ciated with high velocitie are concentrated in the areas between the streamwi e 
vortex pair . It i al o apparent that the particle inside the treamwise tructure 
do not have a significant outward velocity. Thi indicate that for a free jet the 
tream\vise tructure do not behave like the idejet ob erved by :Monkewitz et al. 

(19 9) in a heated jet. The outward velocity of the natural tnlCture i relatively 
low. 
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Increased entrainment 

FIGURE 21. Time expo ure using LIF to image the jet and fluore cent particle to image the 
flow field. 

4.2. The effect of t1·eam1 ise vorticity on ntrainment 

The in tantaneou v lo it vector information made it po ible to determine the 
impa t of the tTeamwise tructures on the entrainment dynamics of the jet. The 
radial volume flu...x normal to a circl of unit width centred on the jet depend on the 
radiu of the cir 1 and th in tantaneou tat of the jet (figure 22) . The curve in 
figure ~2(a) corre pond to the DPIY data hown in figure 17. The curve calculated 
from the data in figuT 17 (a) i initially negative because of the outward vecto 
caused by the entrance of the primary tructure into the mea urement volume. For 
rjd = 1 the lo al radial volume flux increase b more than an order of magnitude 
as the primary structure move through the Ja er he t and the inward :flow increase 
in the braid region of the jet. Therefore. near the core the radial volum flux i 
trongly time-dependent as are ult of the dynamic of the primary tructure . For 

large rfd the radial volume :flux i · po itive and ind pendent of the time variations 
due to the pa ag of lar e vm'ti al rin through the mea urement volume. 

Farther down tream at xfd = 3.25 (figure 22b) and xfd = 5.0 (fi ure 22c) the 
temporal characteri tic of the jet entrainm nt chan e. Fi ure. 22 (b) and 22 (c), like 
22 (a), how the temporal dynamic of entrainment by plotting the radial volume flux 
for quential DPIV data et mea ured at 15 Hz. The tf'mporal dynalilic n ar the 
core of the jet indicate that th relative efficiency of the primary tructure at 
entraining :fluid has decrea "ed. ince the e trocture pa through the mea uremen 
volume p riodically, their effect at mall 1/cl hould manifest i lf · t mporal 
fluctuation in the radial flow in figur 22(a). As the jet evolve down tre_am. th 
ran e of th :fluctuations decrea (fi.gur 22c). Th tiltina of the aZlmuthal 
vorticity vectors due to the econdary trut'ture and the re ·ulting breakdown of 
coherence in th primary tructur are re pon ible for the ~ :luced range of the 
radial volume flux at mall rfd. A en in figure 5. the ·treamWl tru<'tur : etch 
backward over the followina primary tru ·ture and braid re ion. Local entramm nt 
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FIGURE 22. The normalized radial volume flux as a function of time and radial distance for the 
jet at (a) xfd = 2, (b) xfd = 3.25, and (c) xfd = 5. 

due to the secondary structures therefore would not fluctuate with time as much as 
that due to the primary structures. 

These streamwise structures would have a profound influence on the spatial 
distribution of the radial volume flux for large rfd. Such an influence on the 
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FIGURE 24. Average inward flow for xjd = 2 (--)and 5 (----)measured at rjd = 2. 

entrainment by the streamwise vortices can be seen in figure 23 where the radial 
velocity is plotted versus azimuthal angle. The plots show that for xjd = 2 and 5 at 
rjd = 2, where the temporal fluctuations due to the passage oflarge structures have 
ceased, the azimuthal distribution of the radial velocity has a very distinct wavy 
pattern; an indication ofthe induced velocity field of the streamwise vorticity. The 
wavy pattern is not a transient phenomenon since it persists through 50 ,·elocity 
averages (figure 24). 

The total radial volume flux at each station can be represented by its value at large 
r / d where the stream wise velocity component is negligible as defined previously. The 
radial volume flux is equivalent to the net increase in the total jet volume at each 
station, i.e. dQjdx. It is interesting to note that according to figure 22(a-c), \vhile the 
primary vortices lose their strength, the far-field radial volume flux, or entrainment, 
increases with downstream distance. The reduction in the temporal fluctuations 
and increase in total entrainment indicates that the streamwise vorticity must 
therefore play an important role in sustaining the entrainment field of the jet. 

Farther downstream the streamwise vorticity becomes even more crucial in the 
dynamics of the jet. Figures 25 and 26 show velocity vector plots at xjd = 10 and 15 
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re pectivel ~.In the image th primary tructure. no lon er entrain e,·enly around 
the jet centreline, but the entrainment i contr 11 d predominantly b: treamwi.e 
vortical tructure . ne hould realize that th primary tructure ar no Ion r 
maintained by the trong Yelocity differem-e that ex· t in th n ar-field region of the 
jet (x/d < 5). 
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FIGURE 27. The normalized entrainment versus downstream distance. Suggested curves from 
Ricou & Spalding (1961) and Crow & Champagne (1971) are shown for comparison. 

Many investigators have studied the entrainment rate for the near and far field of 
~he round jet. ·while the entrainment is constant in the far field of self-similar jets, 
m the near field it must increase from zero at the nozzle to this final rate. As an 
approximation, Crow & Champagne (1971) suggested a constant rate for the near 
field. However, Ricou & Spalding (1961) suggested a linearly increasing rate for 
xjd < 5. Figure 27 shows the entrainment as a function of downstream distance 
found in this study using the radial volume flux at large r /d. The results of the other 
investigators are also plotted for comparison. The DPIV results indicate an 
increasing entrainment rate in the near field of the jet with values close to those 
suggested by Ricou & Spalding. 

5. Estimate of the strengths of the streamwise vortices 
In the previous section we demonstrated the persistence and the dominant role 

that the streamwise vortices play in the entrainment field of round jets. It is 
important to obtain some information about the strengths of these vortices relative 
to the primary vortical structures. In this section we present a semiquantitative 
analysis for this purpose. 

Any azimuthal perturbation in the form of waviness on the vortex sheet can be 
amplified by the shear layer. Once there is a radial component of vorticity as in figure 
8, due to small perturbations or waviness, the vorticity is rapidly tilted and stretched 
backward. The LIF images of the jet cross-sections around xjd = 2, where the shear 
layer first becomes unstable, indicate that the amplitudes of the waves are 
approximately 2.5% of the jet diameter. In figure 8 there are nine lobes or waves 
around the jet with a half-wavelength of approximately rtd/18. The corresponding 
radial vorticity due to the tilting of the azimuthal vorticity vector can be estimated 
by realizing that the local tilting of the vortex lines for the nine lobes can generate 
a maximum angle (a) of 8° which corresponds to a Qr value of approximately 
sin (a)= 0.14 Q

8
• Since in the braid region between the primary rings the thickness 

of the shear layer and the velocity difference across it is almost the same as at the 
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nozzle exit, one can obtain a very conservative estimate of the vorticity in the braid 
region by di,·iding the velocity by the momentum thickness, U0 /o. The resulting 
rate for the tilting of radial vorticity to streamwise vorticity is approximately 
(0.14)(U0 /t:J)2, where U0 is the velocity in the potential core and 8 is the momentum 
thickness at the nozzle. If we non-dimensionalize the expression 

[DQjDt]~ ~ 0.14(U/o)2 

using Q 0 = 11 0 /8 and ofU0 as the characteristic vorticity and time scales we get the 
transfer rate 

[
D(Q/Qo)] 
D(t8jU) ~ ~ 0·14· 

Even though the amount of the initial perturbation is less than 2.5% of the jet 
diameter, the resulting rate at which radial vorticity is transformed to axial vorticity 
is relatively large. 

An investigation of the vorticity at xjd = 15 showed that circulation associated 
with streamwise vorticity could approach that of the initial circulation leaving the 
nozzle. The arrow in figure 26 indicates the location of a streamwise vortical 
structure which has a local average vorticity of 4.2 s-1

. The average vorticity 
magnitude associated with a primary structure is approximately 5.2 s-1 which can be 
estimated from the circulation flux from the nozzle, !U~, by dividing by the initial 
frequency and wavelength squared of the primary structures. The actual mea
surements indicate that the streamwise vorticity in the near field is very active as a 
result of tilting and stretching of the azimuthal component and supports the 
entrainment results of the pre\·ious section. 

6. Conclusions 
This paper has focused on the formation and growth of stream wise vorticity in the 

near field of a round jet. Streamwise vortex pairs have a fundamental effect on the 
entrainment rate and dynamic behaviour ofthe flow. These findings suggest a central 
role for the streamwise structures in the dynamics and statistical properties of the 
shear layer. 

The flow visualization experiments show the formation of streamwise vortex pairs, 
similar to the Bernal-Roshko structures in shear layers, that grow from wave-like 
instabilities in the early development of the jet after the first rollup of the vortex 
sheet. The primary structures appear like \'Ortex rings which grow and amalgamate 
with other axisymmetric structures as they move downstream. During their 
development, the jet core forms an azimuthal instability in the vortex sheet 
surrounding the flow. Once the Rhear layer is no longer round, the small perturbations 
grow in the highly strained region between two vortex rings. 

The results of the DPIY measurements show that the streamwise vorticity does 
more than just generate three-dimensional motion in the flow. In the near field of the 
jet, the streamwise vorticity plays a major role in sustaining the inward flow around 
the jet; this contributes to the continuous growth of the jet. Even small variations 
in the entrainment field can both instigate and amplify the growth of further 
secondary instabilities. 

After the end of the potential core when the jet is assumed turbulent, at xjd = 10 
and 15, the DPIV results showed the presence of strong streamwise vorticity. At 
these locations, the periodic entrainment rates caused by large azimuthal rollers are 
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extremely small compared to the entrainment due to streamwise vortex structures. 
The data indicate that the azimuthal structures lose their energy much faster than 
the secondary structures and that these dominate the flow field at these locations. 

In future work we will study the decay of the streamwise vorticity with 
downstream distance. \Ve predict a scenario similar to the one described by Cimbala, 
Nagib & Roshko (1988) where the primary structures in wake of a circular cylinder 
decay due to the three-dimensional effects, after which new structures proportional 
to the local scales of the flow appear farther downstream. 

The authors gratefully acknowledge the help of C. Willert for the DPIV 
experiments. \Ve also acknowledge constructive discussions with G. Broadwell, J. 
Lasheras, R. Moser, C. Pozrikidis, and A. Roshko. This work has been sponsored by 
DARPA through the URI program (contract number DARPAjACl\IP N00014-86-
K-0758) and ONR (contract number N00014-89-1529). 
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